CITY COMMISSION AGENDA MEMO
February 25, 2020
FROM:

Jared Wasinger, Assistant to the City Manager

MEETING:

March 3, 2020

SUBJECT:

Authorize Negotiation of Agreement with Zagster,
Inc., to Access Public Rights-Of-Way for
Micromobility Services

PRESENTERS:

Jared Wasinger, Assistant to the City Manager
Adam Greenstein, Micro-Mobility Director at
Zagster

BACKGROUND
Electronic Scooters (e-scooters) have become a popular alternative to transportation and
mobility in cities throughout the United States and Kansas. Multiple e-scooter companies
have launched over the last 2-3 years providing cities and universities ride-share services
for residents and visitors, where users can rent an e-scooter for transportation through a
smart device after downloading the mobile application and are charged set rates while in
use until the ride in complete. Additionally, individuals across the country have purchased
their e-scooters for transportation as a substitute for bicycles or other alternatives.
In 2019, the Kansas Legislature amended the state traffic act to allow use of e-scooters on
streets in the same manner as bicycles, with the exception that it is unlawful to ride escooters on any interstate, federal or state highway. Such legislation was incorporated into
the 2019 Standard Traffic Ordinance (STO) which the City adopts by incorporation and
amends. The Legislature gave cities the authority to be stricter than the STO with respect
to e-scooters, or to prohibit them completely.
On Friday June 21, 2019, the Bicycle and Pedestrian Advisory Committee (BPAC) had a
discussion related to e-scooters with City Staff and voiced support for allowing e-scooters
as an alternative mode of micro-mobility in the community.
On July 1, 2019, the Parks and Recreation Advisory Board (PRAB) voiced support for
allowing e-scooters in City parks and trails.
The City Commission provided feedback to City Administration during discussion item on
July 16, 2019. During the meeting, there was consensus from the Commission to move
forward with ordinances allowing and regulation e-scooters in Manhattan.

On October 1, 2019, the City Commission approved the 2019 STO mirroring state law,
which allows e-scooters to be ridden on public streets and must adhere to the same traffic
regulations as bicycles set forth by state and local laws, with the exception that it is
unlawful to ride e-scooters on any interstate, federal or state highway within the city (which
include Tuttle Creek Boulevard, Fort Riley Boulevard, Seth Child Road, and East Poyntz
Avenue).
On October 1, 2019, the City Commission also approved Ordinance No. 7449 related to
uses not addressed in the STO, such as micromobility devices (such as e-bikes and
e-scooters) on city property the regulation of micromobility network companies upon city
property. The ordinance provides the following regulations related to micromobility
devices on public property:
• City Ordinance prohibits a rider from operating or riding an e-scooter on the
sidewalks and plaza areas located within the Aggieville and Downtown Business
Districts. It also prohibits operating or riding the devices in City parking lots and
garages.
o If a person is operating any of these devices on city sidewalks or plazas
elsewhere in the city, the person must yield to pedestrians and signal before
passing a pedestrian. In addition, the rider can only travel at a speed that is
“reasonable and prudent under existing conditions,” which in no case shall
exceed 15 mph. These rider conduct provisions help protect the safety of
the riders and pedestrians who are sharing the sidewalks.
• City Ordinance requires riders to park e-scooters in City-approved racks or
locations while within the Aggieville or Downtown Districts. This maintains City
control of parking locations in these busy districts.
o In other parts of the city, a rider can only park on street side curbing, where
not otherwise prohibited; in City-approved racks or locations; or on private
property where parking is authorized by the owner. Parking on public
sidewalks that are not within a City-approved rack or other location is
prohibited, as well on private property where parking is not allowed.
On October 1, 2019, the City Commission also authorized City Administration work
toward a selection process for a Micromobility Network Company (MNC) to provide
e-scooter services to the community. Due to the complexities of conducting a joint RFP
with Kansas State University, the City Commission provided feedback during a briefing
session in November 2018 to have K-State move forward with the formal RFP process and
allow a member of City Staff, the City Commission, and Riley County Police Department
(RCPD) could serve as ex-officio members on the selection committee to provide input
and feedback from a City perspective in the event the awarded MNC approached the City
request access to the public ROW.

DISCUSSION
On December 10, 2019, Kansas State University issued a Request for Proposals to
micromobility network companies (MNC) seeking E-Scooter services. The RFP closed on
January 21, 2020. K-State received six submittals. A selection committee comprised of
representatives from the KSU Division of Parking, Student Governing Association, Faculty
Senate, K-State Athletics, Purchasing, President’s Office, Riley County Police Department
(RCPD), and the City narrowed the submittals down to three finalists (Lime, Bird and
Zagster powered by LINK Scooters) and conducted interviews with the following MNC’s
through the weeks of February 10-21. On February 21, the K-State selection committee
recommended awarding the e-scooter contract to Zagster, Inc., of Boston, Massachusetts.
Zagsters has provided a written request to the City Commission (attached) to provide
e-scooter services on city streets, sidewalks and rights-of-way.
Zagster powered by LINK Scooters in partnership with Green Apple Bikes
The Zagster/LINK/Green Apple Bikes partnership proposal is a unique model that the
selection committee found many benefits for the university and community (see attached
presentation to the KSU Selection Committee for full proposal understanding). Regarding
other proposals we received, the e-scooter company provides both the scooters and
management of the scooter fleet through very few “company” employees and rely heavily
on “gig” workers (like the Uber model) where individuals choose to work and get paid at
their discretion.
Zagster - fleet management and operations. Zagster has been managing micromobility
fleets for cities and university since 2007. Zagster will use locally paid W2 employees with
a local director to manage the fleet of LINK scooters, as well as the education program
with the community.
LINK - Scooter and mobile app. Zagster has an agreement with LINK to provide
residents, students and visitors will access LINK scooters and the LINK mobile app, a
subsidiary of Superpedestrian. Superpedestrian is a transportation robotics company
founded at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in 2013. The selection committee
found LINK scooters, geofencing technology, and advanced maintenance technologies, to
be superior to other proposals. LINK Scooters will be managed, charged, rebalanced, and
monitored by Zagster employees.
Green Apple Bikes - Community engagement and marketing. Zagster has an agreement
with GAB to begin managing and rebalancing their fleet of GAB bikes will also managing
LINK Scooters to relieve GAB’s reliance on volunteers. GAB is also in agreement to assist
Zagster with engagement, education and marketing events with the public and key
stakeholders given their understanding of the community.

FINANCING
As this item only authorizes negotiation of agreement, there are no direct financial impacts
at this time other than staff commitment. In the event Zagster enters into an agreement with
the City and an agreement with the University to deploy LINK Scooters, they have
proposed two revenue sharing options for consideration:
•

•

Option 1
o For each ride that is generated on campus, Zagster will pay the university
$0.25 per ride.
o For each ride that is generated on city property, Zagster will pay the City
$0.25 per ride.
Option 2
o Alternatively, if the university and city would prefer a fixed licensing fee,
then Zagster is happy to offer an annual license fee of $180 per vehicle
allowed on campus and in the City, as defined by vehicle caps set for
campus and city property within the agreements. For example, assuming a
vehicle cap of 250 vehicles on campus and 250 on city property, Zagster
would pay the university $45,000 per year, and the city $45,000 per year.

These revenue sharing provisions are subject to negotiation. City and University officials
have informally had discussions about allowing both revenue sources from revenue sharing
with Zagster to be allocated to the City-University Fund.

ALTERNATIVES
It appears the Commission has the following alternatives concerning the issue at hand. The
Commission may:
1. Accept the request from Zagster, Inc., to operate micromobility devices
in the city of Manhattan based on the recommendation and intent to
award from Kansas State University and authorize City Administration
to negotiate an agreement with Zagster, Inc., of Boston, Massachusetts,
for the operation as a micromobility network company on city streets,
sidewalks and rights-of-way.
2. Deny the request.
3. Table the item and provide further direction to City Administration.

RECOMMENDATION
Accept the request from Zagster, Inc., to operate micromobility devices in the City of
Manhattan based on the recommendation and intent to award from Kansas State University
and authorize City Administration to negotiate an agreement with Zagster, Inc., of Boston,
Massachusetts, for the operation as a micromobility network company on city streets,
sidewalks and rights-of-way.

POSSIBLE MOTION
Authorize City Administration to negotiate an agreement with Zagster, Inc., of Boston,
Massachusetts, for the operation as a micromobility network company on city streets,
sidewalks and rights-of-way.
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Enclosures:
1. Request Letter from Zagster, Inc., with attached Intent to Award Letter from Kansas
State University
2. Zagster Presentation to KSU Selection Committee

Adam Greenstein
Micro-Mobility Director, Zagster, Inc.
109 Kingston Street, 5th Floor, Boston MA 02111
TO:
Manhattan City Commission
City Hall
1101 Poyntz Ave.
Manhattan, KS 66502
February 26, 2020

Dear City Commission,
This letter is to confirm Zagster’s intent to enter into an agreement with the City of Manhattan for the
operation of electric scooters in the public right-of-way.
On Monday, February 24, 2020, Zagster received the attached Pre-Award Letter from Kansas State
University, announcing KSU’s intent to award Zagster a contract based on Zagster’s response to RFP
40679 – Micromobility Network Service for Electric Assisted Scooters.
Zagster understands and acknowledges that a separate contract with the City of Manhattan must be
reached in order for Zagster to operate in the City’s right-of-way.
Zagster intends on entering an agreement with the City of Manhattan for the operation of electric
scooters in the public right of way, under similar terms as Zagster’s proposed KSU agreement.
Zagster will be the on-the-ground operations provider for this program, will be responsible for all
operational aspects of the program, and will be the sole signatory and point of contact for the KSU and
Manhattan contracts and ongoing operations.
To provide a complete service, Zagster has entered into its own agreements with the following entities.
-

Superpedestrian, Inc.  Superpedestrian will be our scooter and consumer mobile app provider
for this program. The scooters and mobile app will be operated under the brand name LINK.
Green Apple Bikes - Green Apple Bikes will assist with local marketing, community engagement,
and rider education efforts for the LINK scooter program.

We look forward to working with you.
Sincerely,

Adam Greenstein

Pre-Award Letter
Date:

02/24/2020

Company:

Zagster

Attn:

Adam Greenstein

Reference:

RFP 40679 – Micromobility Network Service for Electric Assisted Scooters

This letter is to inform you of Kansas State University’s intent to award a contract to your company based
on your response to Request for Proposal 40679, per the terms and conditions of the RFP.
Please provide a completed standard contractual agreement for our review today, if possible.
To jointly pursue a contractual agreement with the City of Manhattan, Zagster will need to contact Jared
Wasinger (wasinger@cityofmhk.com), Assistant City Manager, no later than February 25, 2020 to fulfill the
requirements of the City’s contracting process.
A final contract will be provided by the KSU Purchasing Office upon receipt of the fully executed contract.
Please note that there is no contractual relationship between your company and Kansas State University
until such time as the Contract is provided.
If you have any questions or need additional information, please contact the KSU Purchasing Office at 785532-6214.
Sincerely,
Cathy Oehm /ceo
Cathy Oehm
Assistant Director of Purchasing
Kansas State University
kspurch@k-state.edu

World-class operations.
Community-first solutions.

In Partnership with

Powered by

Largest micromobility fleet management company
focused on community-first solutions
-

Established micromobility
operations and services in 2007

-

Operate more than 250 fleets
across 35 states

-

Largest presence in the state of
Kansas

Connecting the community through
alternative transit solutions

The Challenges

Poor Safety &
Non-Compliance

People-first Operations
We maximize safety and
ensure compliance

Smart Vehicle Technology

Community Education

“I’ve been to other communities, and I
saw the scooters were just left
everywhere. Zagster has a much more
organized approach.”
- Nick Mimms, City Manager
Fort Pierce, FL
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Comprehensive training creates skilled workers
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In 2019, Zagster hired 800
employees, with a retention rate of
82%.
Service industry average: 61%
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Thoughtful planning for safer sidewalks and riding
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Designated parking zones to reduce clutter
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Operating Hours
- Goal: Maximize availability and
safety
- Can change based on university
interests, day of week, community
events (game day), etc.
- Easy to adjust at the direction of
KSU
Flexible operating hours, in partnership with KSU
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Best Headlights in the Industry
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Headlights that are actually safe to ride at night
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Three shifts per day, 365 days per year
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Daily Operations Schedule
- Morning Shift
- Full vehicle safety inspection
- Deployment to designated zones
- Afternoon Shift
- Rebalancing scooters to zones
- Additional vehicle safety inspection
- Evening Shift
- Full fleet pick-up
- Maintenance and charging
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Optimized daily deployments and rebalancing
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We respond to all issues <2 hours
- Ops team constantly monitors the health
and status of the fleet.
- Ops team responds to requests that
come from the rider, the university and
the vehicle.
- Ops dispatches nearest employee to
respond to rider, university and vehicle
requests.
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Technology Enabled Operations
- The smart LINK vehicle automatically
generates ops service tickets:
-

Tipped over vehicle
Maintenance requests
Theft and vandalism events
Possible accidents
Aggressive rider behavior
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The LINK vehicle automatically dispatches ops
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Zagster OAs receive service tickets in mobile app
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Daily and weekly meetings with KSU / Manhattan

Powered by Superpedestrian

.

-

Leading Micromobility company
spun out of MIT in 2013

-

Engineered & deployed vehicles with
4 million miles of safe rides

-

Developed Vehicle Intelligence
platform for Active Safety &
Autonomous Maintenance

Deployments

Vehicle Intelligence enables
industry-leading safety,
compliance and improved
operations.

Monitoring and protecting against common issues
100+ causes
•

BMS overvoltage

•

Motor drive overspeed

•

Battery cell temps

•

Data packet loss

•

Sensor calibration

•

Disconnected harnesses

•

Irregular throttle commands

•

Significant Impact

•

Component validation

•

Powertrain heartbeat

Stuck Throttle
Broken Brake Lever

Severed Harness
MC Overheat

Motor winding temperature:

Ensuring a safe ride each time

Overspeed monitoring for PCBA protection:
Encrypted CAN communication

NORMAL
NONE
ACTIVE

Shorted FET monitoring:

NORMAL

Motor short circuit detection:

NORMAL

BUS short circuit detection:

NORMAL

Cell signal quality:
Geofence reaction:
Geofence parking zone:

HIGH
MAXIMUM
NONE

GPS onboard map:

LOADED

Sensor calibration:

ACTIVE

Component authenticity:

ALL

OTA motor controller:

AVAILABLE

OTA system controller:

CURRENT

OTA battery:
Vehicle orientation
Throttle position:

DOWNLOADING
UPRIGHT
78%

Motor communication:

NORMAL

Battery/motor BUS voltage:

SYNCED

Motor drive heartbeat:

OK

Motor heartbeat:

OK

Battery heartbeat:

OK

Motor phase currents:

NORMAL

ActiveSafety
.Instant
Geofence
Superior
Braking
Rider
Services

Powered
by each ride
Checks safety before, during and
after

ActiveSafety
.Instant
Geofence
Superior
Braking
Rider
Services

Poweredenforced
by
Geofence maps stored on the vehicle
<1s

Geofence Enforcement Comparison

ActiveSafety
Instant
Geofence

Knyvet Square testing site in Brookline, MA

.9s

.
14s

Superior
Braking

32s

5s

Rider
Services

10s 15s 20s 25s 30s 35s
Enforcement Delay (in seconds)

40s

Poweredgeofence
by
Other vehicles experience significant
lag

LINK
Okai / Electisan
Lime Gen 2.5
Bird Zero

Braking Distance Comparison
Braking applied at 25 km/hr, 185 lb rider

ActiveSafety

24 ft
21.15 ft

21.75 ft

22.40 ft

21 ft

Instant
Geofence

Distance

18 ft
15 ft
13.31 ft
12 ft
9 ft

Superior
Braking
Rider
Services

6 ft
3 ft

Popular Okai
Scooter

by
Triple braking power for 60% shorterPowered
stopping
distance

ActiveSafety
.Instant
Geofence
Superior
Braking
Rider
Services

Powered by insights
Proactive rider support from real-time

.

Partnership-Based
Community
Education Strategy
Since 2013, Zagster has partnered with over 100 local
non-profits to promote safe riding behavior

Partnership
.
Engagement
& Advocacy

- Educate community
members via in-person
events & advocacy

- Provide operational
support for Green Apple
Bike program to
maximize bike
availability.

Our partnership helps ensure that both programs
Powered by
thrive for the long-term.

- In-person presence
at community and
campus events

Partnership
.
Engagement
& Advocacy

- Minimum of 1 safety
event per month
- Helmet giveaways
- Safe Scooting
Pledge

-

Collect feedback

Powered
by
We educate riders through building
relationships

Partnership
.
Engagement
& Advocacy

First Scooter Safety Event:
Powered by
Today, February 21, 2020

.

Best Operations
Leading Safety & Compliance
Local Partnership

In-App
Rider Eduction

Member
Sign-up Flow
and Age
Verification

Start Ride
Screens

Product Overview

Custom Engineered For Sharing
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The industry has focused
on the tip of the iceberg,
mechanical improvements.

Chassis
Handlebars
Kickstand

Mechanical
Components

Battery chemistry
Battery management system
Motor & motor controller

Powertrain

On-board CPUs
73 vehicle sensors
Integrated firmware and software

Embedded
Systems

The only company to engineer
an entire vehicle.

The best-riding, safest, and
lowest cost-to-operate vehicle

Mechanical Design

01

Dual Mechanical Brakes

02

Zero Exposed Cables

03

Electronic Lock (optional)

04

Dual-leg Front Suspension

05

Large No-Slip Deck

06

90km Range Battery

07

Dual-leg Kickstand

08

10” Tubeless Tires

+

LED ring, IP67, Regen
Braking, Integrated Bell

01

02

03

04
05

08

06

07

Custom Engineered Electronics Drive Reliability
06
01
Advantages
• 15 - 20% more efficient
• Full data visibility across all
electronics
• Superior thermal performance

06

01

99.7%

04

Electronics reliability
rate, in the field
05

02

03

Powertrain
02

Motor

03

Motor controller

04

Battery Pack

05

BMS

System Controller +
IOT Module

The Industry’s Most Efficient and Powerful Powertrain
Powertrain
• Smooth, powerful and safe
• Torque dynamically adjusts for hill
climbing
• 15 - 20% improvement in
powertrain efficiency

Motor
• 500W/870W peak
• Custom windings and motor controller
• Real-time fault detection and protection
Battery
•
•
•
•

986 Wh (90km range)
6p14s battery configuration
51 V Nominal, 58.8 V Peak
Real-time fault detection and protection

Vehicle Intelligence (VI) Fault Prevention System
VI EVENT: THEFT ALERT
Action: Active Theft Deterrent

Vehicles take preventive action in under
9 nanoseconds by detecting and
anticipating malfunctions in real-time.

VI EVENT: LOOSE BRAKE
Action: Maintenance Event

VI EVENT: THROTTLE STUCK
Action: Self-Check & Maintenance Ticket

VI EVENT: HEADLIGHT
UNRESPONSIVE
Action: Maintenance Event

VI EVENT: WATER INGRESS
Action: Power down & Self-Check

VI EVENT: BATTERY OVER HEAT
Action: Limit Motor Power

VI EVENT: MC OVERHEAT
Action: Lower Motor Power & Self-Check

Vehicle Intelligence In Action
Active Prevention System
1. Monitors vehicle data
2. Analyzes data for threats
3. Detects potential malfunctions

Self-Correction
Vehicle takes corrective
action and remains
operational

Requires Service
Vehicle takes itself offline
and generates a service
ticket for repair

•
•
•

Service Ticket
Detailed event logs
Specific repair instructions
Parts needed for each repair

Easy to Maintain, Simple to Repair
Self-generating service tickets
significantly reduces repair time

Modular design for easy component
swapping in the field
All fenders and plastics replacement <10min
Brake cable replacement <10min
System controller / IOT replacement <15min
Motor replacement <25min

Cloud APIs Provide Extensive
Vehicle Control
OTA Firmware Updates
• Push new and upgraded vehicle features
• Flexibility to maintain multiple firmware versions and
configurations
• Configure speed, power, lights, firmware from the
cloud
Low Latency Geofencing
• <1 second latency
• Geofence maps stored on the vehicle
• On-vehicle enforcement significantly reduces latency
• Handles complex geofence layering schemes
• Street by street speed limits
• Motor power limits by geography and hill slope
• Electronic lock-to parking requirements

Tested Well Beyond Industry Standards
Superpedestrian custom built 67 testers to validate the scooter design to a higher engineering standard. Current
industry standards do not sufficiently meet the requirements of the shared-vehicle market.
Custom Testers
•
•
•
•
•

Motor Inertia Dyno
Fore-Aft Fatigue Tester
4-Up Endurance Dyno
Torque Fatigue Cycler
Cable Slicer Tester

•
•
•
•
•

Hub & Wheel Testers
Salt Spray Testers
Water Ingress Testers
Heat & Humidity Testers
And more!

Two Wheel Dyno Bump Test:
Industry Standard:
Superpedestrian:

100,000 bumps at 5 km/h
1,000,000 bumps at 20 km/h

Key Drivers Behind Superpedestrian’s TCO Improvements
IMPROVEMENT

HOW WE DO IT

Rated for 2,500+ rides

•
•
•
•
•

Vehicle Intelligence prevents against majority of common scooter failures
Mechanically validated to withstand the use and abuse of shared fleets
Electronics’ validated with a >99.7% reliability rating
Active anti-theft and vandal-resistant measures
Unhackable and immersion proof electronics (IP67 rating)

Charging
Charge every 3-7 days

•
•
•

84 cell, 986 Wh lithium ion battery with proprietary configuration
15 - 20% improvement in powertrain efficiency enables 90km range
Control fleet energy consumption from the cloud

Maintenance

•
•

Vehicles Intelligence reduces fleet maintenance
Self-generated service tickets when physical maintenance is
required reduces downtime
Modular design for easy component swapping in the field

Lifetime

Lowest in industry
•

RESULT

Appendix

3x Stronger Chassis
Strength Tests:
• 10,000N static load capacity (deck)
• 4,000N horizontal load capacity (handlebar)
Durability Tests (repetitions):
• 100,000 fore-aft handle bar stress cycles
• 1,000,000 bump cycles at 20 kmh
• Dozens of extreme and abuse case riding tests
Design & Materials:
• Aircraft-grade 6061 aluminum chassis
• 4130 heat treated steel steering column
• 1.5” headset bearing

FEA simulation and testing: 3x stronger
than current scooters

Industry leading security model:
• Cloud and embedded security developed as a single ecosystem independent of hosting/internet provider
• Each vehicle and component cryptographically validated
• All control communication on the vehicle is encrypted
• Each embedded node authenticates and encrypts real-time traffic

API

Encrypted Communication On-Vehicle and to the Cloud

API

Powertrain Benchmarking - Hill Climb Comparison
700ft Hillside with Avg. Slope 7%, Max slope 13.5%

Distance

Superpedestrian

Okai

700 ft

Lime

600 ft

Bird

500 ft
Superpedestrian SP1
Okai / Electisan
Lime Gen 2.5
Bird Zero

400 ft
300 ft
200 ft
100 ft

30s

1m

1m30s

Time

2m

2m30s

* All vehicles tested @
97-99% battery
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